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What are students and responsibilities for each position
use this section to create a checklist and agenda for your tasks

Introduction



A Problem



Finding a Solution

1. Analyze the problem
a. Survey public service student leaders
b. Interview students

2. Brainstorm a solution 
a. Prioritize based on Harvard Everywhere
b. Prototype

3. ???
4. Profit



University Program: Harvard Eveywhere

The goal of Harvard College Everywhere is 
to provide a full range of Harvard 
co-curricular activities and resources – 
house-based activities, public service, 
athletics, arts, interest clubs, health and 
wellness – in ways that will reach you, 
wherever you are this fall. While online 
platforms will play an important role in the 
programming, Harvard College Everywhere 
will also seek to offer activities and 
opportunities that take advantage of 
resources in your local communities.



Finding a Solution Problem

1. Analyze the problem
a. Survey public service student leaders
b. Interview students - Scheduling conflicts

2. Brainstorm a solution
a. Prioritize - “Harvard College everywhere will probably cease to 

exist…[Slack] is a little bit of a challenge… as a faculty member” - Julie 
Reuben

b. Prototype - “they're currently renegotiating the contracts with Slack so 
therefore we can't create any enterprise grid workspaces”

3. ???



New Scope:  Harvard-wide

● Analyze the problem
○ Survey college students
○ Interview administrators

● Brainstorm a solution
○ Submit proposals
○ Prototype based on proposals

● ???
● Profit



A Similar Problem



The Problem

There’s a pandemic going on



Problems 

● We don’t even have a place to compile problems
● What are students feeling?



What are students and responsibilities for each position
use this section to create a checklist and agenda for your tasks

Student 
Voice



Active Minds Survey: COVID-19 Impact on College Student Mental Health
2,086 responses
April 2020



UC Student Experience Survey
1,965 responses
April 26 - May 5, 2020



UC Student Experience Survey
502 responses
Mar 3 - Mar 27, 2021



50%
of students are extremely dissatisfied and 28% are somewhat dissatisfied with 
their social lives.



70%
of students “often” or “very often” felt overwhelmed by all they had to do.



Quotes On Communications
● Communications from the Harvard Administration regarding 

○ the Spring 2021 semester: Mean 3.91/10 

○ the Fall 2021 semester: Mean 3.10/10

● “most of my sophomore friends still know absolutely nothing about their 
houses due to the lack of communication and events virtually”

● “Similarly, every communication I get from the College feels like a bad 
motivational poster with no action to actually support students.”

● “BETTER COMMUNICATION AND EMPATHY AND UNDERSTANDING FROM 
ADMIN AND FACULTY!“

● “I feel the lack of regular and frank communication from the deans, and 
from President Bacon has been disrespectful. I feel so isolated, and as if the 
administration does not care in the least about me.”



Admin 
Comms



Harvard Admin I talked to

Director Jon-Roberts and 
Assistant Director Julie Leist

DIB

Associate Dean Alta Mauro

DSO

Assistant Dean Elizabeth Brandt

SOCH ARC

Ali Khaleem

UC

President Noah Harris and VP 
Jenny Gan

PBH

The Leadership Staff



PBH Director Julie Reuben

● “I would like to be able to have a better sense of what's going on in other 
parts of the university in kind of related fields 

● “there are opportunities for us to partner with students or with other groups 
like this, like having a sense of like who's doing what, what might be, we 
might do with other people”



Others I talked to

Erevna

Kelly Ly

Civics Unplugged

Gary Sheng

MIT CDI

Lin Hou

MIT 
MindHandHeart

Maisie O’Brien

GenUnity

Jerren Chang

Allison Pao

Thesis on how COVID affected 
students



Takeaways

Follow-up with minutes

Intersperse engagement

Keep things simple

Make it as easy for people to join as 
possible

Have a gimmick

Share best practices

Bring together people across colleges Protect privacy

Communicate how you will 
communicate

Continue conversations via threads

Fund good projects

Keep a blog



What we can learn from others

Best Practices



Steering committees and 
partnerships are key.

Data and compromise is key

Design and marketing is everything.Have monthly meetings, events, and 
a corpus of resources

ErevnaRadicalxChange

Community TreeUC

Learning from non-profits



Metagovernance 



Quadratic Voting



Levels through engagement



Work done

● 25 interviews (30+ hours)
● 19 pages for Harvard Serves Online
● 14 pages for Harvard Online Planning
● 80+ pages of UC recommendations



CREDITS: This presentation template was created by Slidesgo, including 
icons by Flaticon, and infographics & images by Freepik

Thanks

Any questions?

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr

